South African Guidelines Excellence (SAGE): What’s in a name?

South Africa (SA) remains one of the most unequal societies in the world. Addressing the various challenges we face requires multidisciplinary, multipronged approaches, including consideration of strategies for improving the delivery of healthcare. Quality of healthcare can be understood to encompass a number of dimensions, including effectiveness, efficiency, accessibility, patient-centredness, equity and safety. SAs call for primary healthcare re-engineering suggests an acute awareness of local challenges. The planned restructuring, including the National Health Insurance initiative, is a means for reducing inequality in the provision of healthcare, which will require new approaches to healthcare delivery, with greater emphasis on health promotion and preventive activities. These changes necessitate a collaborative approach for achieving improvements in key health processes and outcomes, as well as changes in clinician and patient behaviours, all underpinned by innovative interventions. In the changing healthcare system, healthcare providers need clear, trustworthy guidance on how best to care for their patients so that all can reasonably reach the ideals of quality in healthcare. High-quality, evidence-informed clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) are potentially reassuring tools for healthcare providers, as they are a means of bridging the gap between policy, best practice, local contexts and patient choice.

CPGs have long been upheld as an essential part of quality medical practice. Clinical guidelines are statements that include recommendations intended to optimise patient care that are informed by a systematic review of evidence and an assessment of the benefits and harms of alternative care options.

CPGs have a range of purposes, intended to improve the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of health system utilisation and to decrease costly and preventable mistakes. They generally include statements of expected practice, and provide benchmarks against which individuals may audit and potentially improve their practices, or guidance with regard to undertaking particular tasks. Internationally, over the past decade there has been a growing volume of research evidence around CPGs, including the processes of guideline development, adaptation, contextualisation, implementation and evaluation. There are detailed processes available for the development of CPGs, but there is no standard approach. Notably, there are well-credentialled international and national guideline development groups, including the World Health Organization, the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence and the National Health and Medical Research Council, each with its own approach to guideline construction and writing, usually described in a guideline development manual.

Globally and locally, potentially many hundreds more groups (such as health departments, insurers and other healthcare organisations, professional associations, hospitals, specialty colleges and even small unaffiliated groups of individuals) have attempted the task of producing guidelines with the purpose of improving or standardising local clinical practice. They often use their own interpretations of the best way to construct and write clinical guidelines. Historically, CPGs were built mostly on expert opinion, which included variable (and often selective) reference to research evidence. Such guidelines are still found today, albeit in decreasing numbers. Better and more transparently constructed evidence-informed approaches integrated with expert opinion and patient values have gained acceptance as the best approach to clinical guideline development. To support this progress, in 2011 the Institute of Medicine (IOM) introduced eight standards for guideline development (IOM 2011), the Guidelines International Network produced 11 relatively similar standards, and McMaster University compiled a checklist of 18 topics and 146 items to guide developers.

SA has been a contributor to CPG development and implementation for several decades. Guideline development occurs at national, provincial and hospital levels. In addition, professional societies have played an important role, developing guidance based on their areas of expertise. For example, the National Department of Health spearheads an Essential Medicines Programme that drives the development of standard treatment guidelines to inform rational prescription at all levels of care (primary, secondary and tertiary, quaternary) in an equitable, cost-effective manner throughout the country. Regionally, there is evidence that SA is a node of technical expertise in this field, with the quality of our guideline development exceeding that of our regional neighbours in the Southern African Development Community. However, against a global backdrop SAs guidelines do not yet demonstrate all the aspects of expected guideline quality indicators according to recognised global standards. To address concerns with the quality of CPGs, the SAMJ has introduced a Guideline Review Committee to provide peer review before publication in the Journal.

In addition to contributions to guideline development, SA researchers are global leaders in research into implementation, conducting high-quality cluster trials of complex interventions evaluating guideline uptake. For instance, the Knowledge Translation Unit at the University of Cape Town has conducted pragmatic trials evaluating outreach education and task shifting of care from doctors to other health professionals, compared with standard care for implementing guidelines for respiratory conditions, including tuberculosis and more recently HIV. The guidelines, developed and implemented by this team for SA, are now being rolled out to other settings in Botswana and Malawi, where a similar trial to contextualise the effectiveness of the educational intervention has been tested. This research team is currently expanding its work to include guideline implementation for a package of primary care conditions, the results of which are impacting on clinical care at primary care level throughout SA, and has recently gone into partnership with the British Medical Journal.

Despite these innovative SA research activities into CPG development and implementation, there is still limited knowledge of the overall context and processes of guideline development, adherence by clinicians to clinical guidelines, and factors that could improve accessibility and use of guidelines in the local healthcare context. Our work is based on the premise that high-quality, evidence-informed CPGs offer a cogent and persuasive way of bridging the gap between evidence and best practice, local contexts and health provider behaviour. Understanding the current state of play in SA primary care CPG development and implementation can therefore pave the way for better-focused and more effective and efficient interventions to improve healthcare. Project SAGE (South African Guidelines Excellence) is a 3-year research project, funded by the South African Medical Research Council through the Flagship Project scheme (http://www.mrc.ac.za/cochrane/sage.htm). The overarching goal of the Flagship Projects is to support large-scale, innovative, interdisciplinary research projects to address health problems in SA.

Project SAGE is an innovative research partnership between Cochrane South Africa, the Centre for Evidence-based Health Care
and the Department of Physiotherapy in the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, Stellenbosch University, and the International Centre for Allied Health Evidence, University of South Australia. Project SAGE has five goals that aim to improve the quality and reach of SA primary care CPGs (Fig. 1). Using stakeholder-driven processes, SAGE will provide tools to assist effective SA CPG activities in developing, adapting, adopting, contextualising and implementing primary care CPGs.[24]

In a resource-limited setting such as SA, where access to resources for health is limited, ensuring the best use of effective and cost-effective primary care diagnostics and treatments is key to reducing waste, improving access and hence improving quality of care.[25] CPGs should be seen to transparently and systematically consider best research evidence to produce believable recommendations, which can then be credible vehicles for knowledge translation. Once there is agreement on what constitutes SA best practices in CPG development, implementation and evaluation, primary care clinicians can be assured that the CPGs developed and implemented in SA will support best practice, are achievable by all end users, and will lead to improved patient care.
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Figure 1: South African Guideline Excellence (SAGE) – project outline. (PHC = primary healthcare.)


